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Are you fighting? Are you fighting?
Brother John, Brother John,
Swords and axes swinging!
Shields and helmets ringing!

Ding, dang, dong.
Ding, dang, dong.
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Warlords

Part 1: Overview
Warlords is a miniatures game intended to bring to life 
combat in the Middle Ages.

1.1 Some Notes on Design Philosophy
Warlords was designed to meet four goals:

1. To play quickly enough (1-2 hours) that multiple 
battles can be fought in a single day of gaming.

2. To make battles look and feel big, because a large
battle sweeping across several feet of pretty 
terrain is much more interesting to look at than a 
few scattered figures struggling over a couple 
square feet of space.

3. To scale easily from 2 players to many, without 
leaving any of them sitting around bored.

4. To make the tactically simplistic combat of the 
period more engaging by emphasizing what was 
interesting about battles of the period - the effect 
of personalities in battle.

If you're looking for a detailed simulation of Medieval or 
ancient combat, Warlords isn't it. These rules are designed
to play quickly and be learned easily, for low-intensity 
gaming of hand-to-hand combat in periods lacking formal 
military drill or tactics.

1.2 Game scale
All measurements in the game are made in units called 
spans. A span is arbitrarily assigned the width of one base 
of miniatures so you can use any scale of miniatures and 
don't have to re-base anything. As long as all your stands 
of miniatures are on bases of the same width, you can 
make the span any size that's convenient to you, and 
make rulers appropriate to them.

Each span represents about 20 yards (approximately the 
Old English chain of 4 rods, or 66 feet). Each stand of 
miniatures represents roughly 20 skirmishers, 40 cavalry 
or 80 heavy foot.

If you want to play especially big battles, you can fudge the
numbers a bit and say each span represents about 30-35 
yards (or 33 yards, 6 Old English rods), and each stand of 
miniatures represents roughly 30 skirmishers, 60 cavalry 
or 120 heavy foot. However, the movement and shooting 
distances are balanced against each other and for “feel”, 
so it's better if you don't adjust them.

1.3 Dice
Only 6-sided dice are used in this game. 

You need 3 colors of dice: red, yellow and white. When the
rules say to roll nd6, roll white dice.

The white dice can actually be any color, as long as the 
red and yellow dice stand out when rolled with a large 
handful of them.

You only need 2-3 each of the red and yellow dice, but it's 
a good idea to have about a dozen or more white dice on 
hand, especially if you have large units of massed 
shooters.

1.4 Miniatures
1.4.1 Basing
Base all miniatures on stands of uniform width. Depth of 
stands doesn't matter as long as it's consistent within each
troop type. The traditional WRG basing system will work 
fine, though to achieve a proper mob appearance you 
should consider basing the line infantry at least double 
depth.

1.4.2 Troop Types
Warlords is designed so that stands of figures can be 
made in big pools of similar dress and armaments and 
thrown into units of any nation. Only a unit's basic troop 
type is determined by the stands; the command stand (and
any attached stands of personalities) will indicate the 
owner and any unique characteristics of each unit.

The basic troop types are:

● Skirmisher: Foot or mounted men keeping well 
spaced, usually attacking with missiles, dodging 
enemy missiles, and engaging in hand-to-hand combat
only when it can be done with possibility of a quick 
escape. Miniatures should be arranged in 1 messy 
rank, well spaced, each figure facing a different 
direction and doing his own thing. Foot shouldn't 
require more than ½ span depth, horse about ¾ span 
depth.

● Loose Foot: Infantry fighting in a looser formation 
than Close Foot, but much denser than Skirmishers. 
Irregulars should look more chaotic and drilled foot 
neater, but figures should be about 1 pace apart. Each
stand should be square.

● Close Foot: The standard band of warriors packed as 
close together as practical for mutual support. For 
irregulars, pack the stand with figures in various poses
to make it look like a dense, chaotic mob. Drilled foot 
should be in neat ranks about ½ pace apart. The front 
rank of shieldwall infantry should be overlapping (or at 
least touching) shields. Put as many figures as you 
can fit without unrealistic overcrowding on a stand ¾ 
span deep.

● Cavalry: All dense formations of horsemen. Depict in 
one nicely organized rank of stirrup-to-stirrup heavily 
armed and armored riders. Basing should be 1 span or
¾ spans deep.

● Pike: A block of men on foot armed with pikes, 
arranged in neat ranks and files and trained to operate
together as a block. Put miniatures in 2 or more ranks, 
shoulder-to-shoulder in nice, even files, with pikes 
leveled to the front or raised at rest, on a stand 
measuring 1 square span.
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Skirmishers and Loose Foot are collectively referred to as 
Light. Close Foot, Pike and Cavalry are collectively 
referred to as Heavy. Loose Foot, Close Foot and Pike are
collectively called Line. Unmounted troops are collectively 
called Foot, and mounted troops are collectively called 
Horse.

The troop types are listed above in ascending order of 
weight (Skirmishers are lightest, Pike is heaviest). 
Mounted skirmishers are heavier than foot skirmishers.

1.4.3 Command Stands
Each command stand should depict a wealthy, well-armed 
and probably well-armored member of the ruling class, 
with bodyguards and his own standard. The base size and 
diorama should look appropriate to the type of unit the 
commander will command (i.e., Foot or Horse).

1.4.4 Markers
Units have several states which need to be indicated on 
the table. This could easily be done with colored markers 
or beads or glass stones, but in the interest of aesthetics,
Warlords expects this to be done with miniatures.

● Casualties. Dead figures, laying on the ground. These
are to represent manpower losses in the unit.

● Champions. Individual warriors standing or gesturing 
in proud, heroic repose. Throughout history, brave 
fighters of warrior cultures like the Celts, Germans, 
and Medieval knights have stepped forward out of the 
forming lines to offer individual combat to any 
challenger before the battle began in earnest. 
Champion figures should look like one of these men.

● Berserkers. A single figure in an animated stance, 
preferably charging or swinging a weapon wildly. This 
is placed in front of a unit that has gone Berserk. 
Consider painting the edges of each Berserker's base 
red to make him stand out.

1.5 Troop Characteristics
In addition to its regular troop type, a unit has some extra 
characteristics:

Training. Units are either drilled or irregular. Drilled troops 
have practiced forming up, maneuvering in formation, and 
usually have formal rules establishing order of march and 
camping arrangements. Irregular troops are more 
traditional members of the warrior class, who may be 
expert fighters or even veterans of long experience, but 
with little or no knowledge of the arts of massed battle.

Armor. All units have an armor rating, a number used as a
combat die roll modifier. 

Rating Description
+1 Unarmored
0 Light armor: cloth, leather, breastplate only, partial mail
-1 Significant metal armor, most surfaces well-protected
-2 Full articulated harness
-1 Large shield (cumulative with armor rating)

Weapons. Each unit lists what kind of weapons it is 
equipped with:
● Light weapons. Lighter hand-to-hand weapons like 

wooden clubs, knives, dirks, or small swords, fine 
against unarmed or unarmored opponents but tough to
use against armored or well-armed opponents.

● Heavy weapons. Spears, swords, hammers, axes, 
pole weapons, etc. Just about any heavy hand 
weapon capable of maiming or killing an armored 
opponent.

● Lances. Cavalry armed with lances and well-practiced
at using them in charges.

● Hand missiles. Javelins, darts, throwing axes, thrown 
spears, etc., launched by arm.

● Heavy missiles. Crossbows, recurved bows, 
longbows, heavy bows, etc. with long range and good 
armor penetration.

● Light missiles. Slings and light bows.
● Massed. Indicates missiles can be used for massed 

shooting.
● Shower. Indicates missiles can be used for massed 

shooting while completing or receiving a charge.
● Skirmishing. Indicates missiles can be used for 

skirmishing shooting.
● Longbows. Indicates the Heavy missiles the troops 

are armed with are Longbows.
● Arbalests. Indications the Heavy missiles the troops 

are armed with are Arbalests.

1.5.1.1 Special characteristics
These are characteristics that the unit may or may not 
have.

Fast units move one extra span.

Slow units move one span slower. Units with an armor of 
-2 or less are automatically Slow.

Veteran units have combat experience.

Elite units have especially good equipment and morale.

Impetuous. The unit is capable of going Berserk.

Shieldwall. A special type of Close Foot formation, with 
everyone holding large shields overlapping to the front. 
Units capable of forming a Shieldwall may (and sometimes
have to) choose not to be in Shieldwall.

Pavisiers. Indicates the stands are carrying heavy, 
unwieldy, wood pavises. You should have a row of 
pavises to lay in front of each unit of pavisiers to indicate 
the pavises are deployed.

Wedge. A special type of Close Foot formation for 
breaking Shieldwalls. A unit allowed to form Wedge is not 
required to - it's a choice.

Hedgehog. A special type of Pike formation, with all the 
pikes facing outward in a defensive impenetrable wall. 
Only usable by drilled pike. Notably used a few times by 
Scots schiltrons and many times by Swiss keils.
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Horse Archers. Skilled at shooting a bow from the saddle 
while on the move.

1.6 Organization
Stands are organized into units. Each unit must consist of 
one command stand and some number of warrior stands, 
except Skirmisher units which need no command stand. All
stands must be the same troop type.

Units are organized into contingents, representing all the 
military units of a petty king and under the command of the
king himself or his appointed general.

1.7 Morale
There are four morale states a unit can be in:

 Berserk

 Ready

 Worn

 Broken

All units begin the game Ready, and Ready is the 
assumed morale state if the unit isn't in any other morale 
state. Activation results can move the morale state up or 
down the list.

In addition to its basic morale state, each unit can also 
carry some number of Champion figures and/or Casualty 
figures which modify its “mood”.

1.7.1 Berserk
A Berserk unit is so eager to get into combat it will charge 
spontaneously.

A unit can only become Berserk if it meets all of these 
criteria:

● The army list says the commander and/or the unit 
are Impetuous.

● The unit's morale state is Ready.

● There is an enemy unit in charge distance.

When a Berserk unit activates:

● It automatically charges the nearest enemy unit it 
can contact by moving forward without wheeling or
changing formation.

● If there are no units within charge distance, a 
Berserk unit moves toward the nearest visible 
enemy unit within 45° of its front.

● If there are no visible enemy units within 45° of the
unit's front, it stops being Berserk and goes back 
to Ready.

1.7.2 Worn
When a Ready unit must move down a morale state it 
becomes Worn. A Worn unit has new limitations:

● It immediately loses all champions.

● It may not add any more champions.

● It may not charge or counter-charge.

A unit may not recover from being Worn during the course 
of a battle.

1.7.3 Broken
When a Worn unit must move down a morale state it 
becomes Broken. A Broken unit has all the limitations of a 
Worn unit, plus:

● It may not move toward enemy.

● It may not shoot.

● In Melee, it loses stands instead of gaining more 
casualty figures. These stands are permanently 
lost from the contingent's force pool.

Immediately upon becoming Broken, a unit must turn 
directly away from the nearest enemy and flee (see 
Fleeing below). 

If a Broken unit has no direction it can flee, it loses 1 stand
per turn to each enemy unit in contact until it can flee or is 
Dispersed.

A Broken unit charged by enemy automatically starts 
fleeing again as soon as the enemy unit gets closer than 1 
span.

A Broken unit is automatically Dispersed if it is forced to 
move down another morale level.

1.7.4 Dispersed
A unit is dispersed when it has only its command stand 
left. Remove it from the table - everybody in the unit ran 
away.

1.7.5 Champions
Champion figures represent blood lust and eagerness to 
come to grips with the enemy.

A unit may only add a champion if:
a. the unit is Ready;
b. there is an enemy unit visible within 45° of the 

unit's front;
c. The adjusted activation die score was at least 

triple the number of Champions the unit already 
has.

Champions are picked up when a unit finishes its first 
round of Melee, or enters a morale level that doesn't allow 
champions.

1.7.6 Casualties
Casualty figures represent growing uneasiness caused by 
seeing comrades killed and wounded.

Casualty figures are gathered with a unit as it is hurt in 
combat. Each casualty figure is a penalty during activation.

A unit can have any number of casualty figures.
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Part 2: Mechanics
2.1 Turn Sequence

1. Determine Initiative
2. Side with initiative makes all activations
3. Side without initiative makes all activations
4. Melee

2.1.1 Determining Initiative
Each C-in-C rolls 1d6. The highest roll decides which side 
gets the initiative. The player who had initiative last turn 
wins ties.

2.2 Activations
Each player activates one unit at a time, finishing each 
activation before starting the next. All units must be 
activated, whether the player wants them to do something 
or not (activation is also a morale check).

Follow this procedure for each unit:

1. Pick a unit.
2. Roll 2d6, plus an extra 1d6 for each champion. Add 

together only the two highest dice, and apply these 
modifiers:

-1 Per casualty
+2 Unit is Skirmishers and/or drilled

Only if attempting to evade:
+1 per span between Evading and 

Evaded units

3. Compare the adjusted score to the width of the 
unit:
a. Activation Failure results if the score is equal to

or less than the width of the unit;
b. Activation Success results if the score is 

greater than the width of the unit.
4. The unit goes Berserk if:

a. It is Impetuous, and;
b. It successfully activated, and;
c. It is not Broken, and;
d. Any two dice rolled show doubles (even if they 

weren't added to the score).
The failure or success of the Activation determines what 
the unit can (or must) do this turn:

2.2.1 Activation Failure
Lose one morale step and stop if the roll was also 
less than or equal to the number of casualties. Since a
Broken unit has no more steps to lose, it disintegrates 
instead.

Evading units flee instead.

Fleeing units continue fleeing.

Broken units that stopped fleeing and didn't 
disintegrate make a normal move toward the edge of 
the table.

Berserk units make a Berserk Move.

Units changing formation fail and stay in their old 
formation.

Moving units continue moving. If the player wants the
unit to stop, it makes a Random Move and then Halts 
at the end of it.

2.2.2 Activation Success
Berserk units make a Berserk Move.
Broken units may stop fleeing (but don't have to) and 
either:

1. Switch to normal movement in the direction 
the unit is facing.

2. Stop moving; the unit may also wheel up to 
180° to face the nearest enemy.

All other units may do one of the following:
● Charge (or counter-charge) an enemy unit.
● Evade a charging unit, if allowed to evade.
● Change formation if stopped.
● Wheel if stopped.
● Start or continue moving and make a normal 

move. Drilled units and Skirmishers may also 
wheel as part of the move.

● Stop moving. Drilled troops may also change 
formation or wheel (but not both) if desired.

● Add a champion, if Ready, can see enemy within 
45° of front, and adjusted die score is triple the 
existing number of champions.
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2.3 Formation
Units are always in one of two states: Formed or 
Unformed. In the real life Middle and Dark Ages there was 
often little difference between the two, but for purposes of 
these rules “Formed” can be taken to mean “lined up and 
ready to fight” and Unformed to mean “milling around 
uncertainly”.

Within the category of “Formed” are the few formations 
that a contemporary of the era might recognize as a 
specialized military formation: March Column, Shieldwall, 
Wedge, and Hedgehog. The pike phalanx (re-)developed 
later in the Medieval era is already a unique formation; 
troops of the type Pike are assumed to be in a proper pike 
block as soon as they are Formed, and badly out of place 
if they are Unformed.

When the rules refer to ranks (for depth) or files (for width),
measure by whole stands, not figures.

2.3.1 Formed
To be Formed, the stands of a unit must be arranged so 
that they are all facing the same direction and in 
side-to-side contact.

A unit in line can be in multiple ranks, but all ranks must be
as close to equal in width as possible, and no rank may be
wider than the rank in front of it. Each rank must be 
centered on the rank to its front.

A rank is only considered a “full” rank if it is as wide as the 
front rank, or one stand less wide than the front rank (i.e., 
if the unit is divided as evenly into its ranks as possible).

A Formed unit can be bent or curved to match peculiarities
of terrain or obstacles, but must use a formation change to
straighten out before it moves.

Formed units can also be in one of the following special 
formations (if allowed):

2.3.1.1 March Column
This is the simplest and most natural of all possible 
formations: the leader says “follow me” and everyone 
falls in behind. Deploy single file (one stand wide) and 
line up all the stands touching front-to-back, facing the 
same direction.

Columns may bend and snake to follow bends in roads
and rivers, navigate gaps, follow contours or linear 
obstacles like hedges or fences, etc.

2.3.1.2 Shieldwall
Some Close Foot units are allowed to adopt Shieldwall
formation, which is a way of representing that all the 
men in the front rank of the unit have closed up to 
present an invulnerable wall of overlapping shields.

A unit capable of Shieldwall may use a formation 
change anytime to adopt Shieldwall formation during 
the game. To show that a unit is in a Shieldwall, 
arrange its stands in exactly one or two ranks of equal 
length (if the unit has an odd number of stands, the 
extra stand goes in the front rank).

Shieldwalls are automatically Slow. A unit in Shieldwall
formation may Charge, Flee, or move at normal speed,
but as soon as it does so it is considered to have left 
Shieldwall formation automatically and acts as a 
normal Formed unit until it reforms into a Shieldwall.

A unit in Shieldwall may also leave Shieldwall to 
become a normal (looser) line anytime by using a 
formation change. To show that a unit capable of 
Shieldwall is currently not operating as a Shieldwall, 
put a small gap between each of its stands (a few mm 
will do).

2.3.1.3 Wedge
Some units are allowed to form a Wedge. Put the 
stands into a triangular formation with the command 
stand alone at the front point and each rank 1 stand 
wider than the rank in front of it. 

The last rank only counts as an extra full rank during 
Melee if it is at least as wide as the rank in front of it. 
This is to prevent “leftover” stands at the rear of the 
wedge from contributing to a wedge's effectiveness.

A Wedge must have at least 3 stands.

A unit in Wedge formation makes activations as if it is 
only 1 stand wide, but takes casualties from shooting 
as if it is as wide as its widest full rank.

Units in Wedge formation can't shoot.

2.3.1.4 Hedgehog
This is a special formation for drilled Pike units with the
Hedgehog ability.

A drilled Pike unit may enter or leave Hedgehog with a 
formation change. To form a Hedgehog, arrange all the
stands facing outward in a square, rectangle, circle or 
oval.

A Hedgehog has no flanks. Each edge is counted as 
the front. The largest unit in contact counts as the 
opponent in Melee, and all others count as supporting 
units.

A Hedgehog may not move (nor, obviously, charge).

2.3.2 Unformed.
A unit that isn't in one of the above formations is 
considered to be Unformed. 

Unformed units may not shoot or evade, and may only 
move by fleeing or charge if berserk. Unformed units can 
become Formed again by activating and changing 
formation.
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Units that have been in Melee will probably have their 
stands in a very messy arrangement, and so be Unformed.
Such a unit must change formation to a straight line again 
before it may move.

2.3.3 Changing Formation
A unit may change its formation only while stopped.

Drilled units may change from any formation to any other 
formation. Irregular units may move only enough stands to 
create or remove one rank or one file.

Drilled Pikes may face a new direction by rotating each 
stand in place.

A unit may use a formation change to “dress ranks” and 
reform into a straight line from a curved or disorganized 
line.

A unit may use a formation change to conform to terrain it 
straddles or touches (for instance, curve along a fence line
or hill contour).

While changing formation, the command stand must 
remain in place and all the ranks form up on it.

A formation change may not put any stand of the unit 
closer than 1 span to a visible or otherwise known enemy 
unit. 

An enemy within charge distance of a unit changing 
formation may try to use its activation for the turn and 
charge during the formation change. The unit changing 
formation must then make a successful activation to finish 
the formation change before the charge is completed.

2.4 Movement
2.4.1 Starting and Stopping
When a unit starts moving, move the command stand 
slightly forward in the formation, so that it is sticking out in 
front just a little bit (¼ to ½ a stand depth). Every time a 
unit in this configuration activates, it automatically moves 
in the direction it is facing.

When a unit stops (or contacts an enemy in a charge), 
move the command stand back into line with the rest of the
unit.

A unit that isn't charging automatically stops 1 span from 
enemy in its path; a unit must Charge to get into contact 
with an enemy unit (see  Charging below).

Irregulars must stop before they can wheel, and cannot 
wheel and move forward in the same turn. Drilled units 
which are moving may wheel as part of any turn's 
movement. See Direction below.

2.4.1.1 Halting
Halting implies that the unit has stumbled to a halt, and
lost order as a result (instead of stopping, which 
implies that everybody came to a stop together in a 
nice, orderly fashion).

When a unit is Halted, move alternate files of the unit 
forward or backward about ¼ base depth to make it 
look disorganized and indicate the unit has become 
Unformed. It may not resume movement until it has 
changed formation to straighten out.

2.4.2 Distance
Heavy infantry (Close Foot and Pike) may move 2 spans.

Light infantry (Foot Skirmishers and Loose Foot) may 
move 3 spans.

Cavalry may move 4 spans.

Horse Skirmishers may move 5 spans.

2.4.3 Direction
Units always move in the direction they are facing, except 
that Skirmishers may also move backwards and evading 
units may about-face (turn each stand in place 180°) 
before moving.

A unit may move up to 45° oblique from the direction it is 
facing.

Any unit may use up some or all of its forward movement 
wheeling.

Light troops, Cavalry and drilled infantry may wheel during 
a normal move. Other troops may not combine wheeling 
with forward movement in the same move.

A wheeling unit must stop 1 span away from contact with 
enemy.

2.4.4 Charging
A unit must Charge to make contact with an enemy unit.

Skirmishers may only charge other Skirmishers.

The unit being charged may choose to Counter-charge or 
Evade, but must do so before the Charge move begins. 

After a Counter-charge is declared or declined, any other 
enemy unit may attempt to immediately use up its 
activation to shoot at the charging unit as it moves to 
contact.

2.4.4.1 Charge Movement
When charging, Close Foot in Shieldwall formation 
and Pike may move 1 extra span, all other Foot may 
move 2 extra spans, and all charging Horse may move
3 extra spans.

Charge moves must be completed as a  Random 
Move (see  Random Moves below).

If the charging unit is Halted during the Charge move, 
it makes a Random Move past the point it was Halted 
before stopping. If the random move brings it into 
contact with the enemy, it fights a Melee, but no longer
counts as a charging unit during Melee (treat it as if it 
stood to receive the attack).

2.4.4.2 Counter Charging
A counter-charging unit must be Ready or Berserk, 
and must not have already been Halted by shooting 
this turn.
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Counter-charging units get no extra movement for 
charging.

Counter-charging uses up the unit's activation for the 
turn. Immediately roll to activate the unit. If the 
counter-charging unit gets a Successful Activation or 
goes Berserk, the two units meet halfway between 
their starting points.

If the charging unit is Halted (e.g. by shooting), the 
counter-charging unit completes its movement as a 
Random Move out to its maximum distance. If this 
doesn't get it into contact, too bad. Even if it still ends 
up in contact with the enemy it was counter-charging, 
it no longer counts as a charging unit during Melee 
(treat it as if it stood to receive the attack).

2.4.5 Conforming to Contact
When two units meet in a charge and/or counter-charge, 
the lighter unit conforms to the heavier unit. Stop both 
units at the point of mutual contact, then:

● If the lighter unit was stationary, move the heavier unit 
forward one more span, wheeling and backing up the 
contacted files of the lighter unit as necessary to make
it conform. Stands contacted on the side do not turn to 
face a flank contact, but continue to face forward.

● If the lighter unit was moving, continue moving each 
file of the lighter unit forward until it runs out of 
movement, touches the unit being charged, or gets to 
within 1 span of another enemy unit (none can move 
closer than 1 span to a unit they aren't fighting). Once 
all forward movement is done, wheel the files of the 
lighter unit into contact with the edges of the heavier 
unit they are touching. Files of the lighter unit that 
aren't in contact stay put where they stopped in their 
current facing.

● If both units are equal weight, leave them in contact as
they met. If one falls back in Melee, treat it as a 
stationary lighter unit at the point it stops if the pushing
unit follows into contact.

2.4.6 Passage Of Lines
In most situations, units bang together like croquet balls, 
stopping when they run into each other. However, in some 
situations, units may pass through friendly units:

● Foot Skirmishers can pass through any other type of 
unit, and any type of unit may pass through Foot 
Skirmishers.

● Loose Foot can pass through Loose Foot or 
Skirmishers.

● Drilled Foot can pass through any other drilled Foot.
● Horse-mounted units may pass through horse 

Skirmishers or drilled Cavalry.

All units passing through the lines must follow these rules:
1. Both units must be friends.
2. Both units must face the same or opposite 

directions (some wheeling may be required before 
passing through).

3. Neither unit can be more than 2 ranks deep.
4. The moving unit can't be charging or 

counter-charging.
5. The stationary unit can't be in Melee.
6. The stationary unit may move later in the turn, but 

not in the same direction as any unit(s) which 
passed through it earlier in the turn.

2.4.7 Evading
Units of Light Troops and Cavalry may try to run away from
contact if Charged.

Drilled and/or Veteran Skirmishers automatically Evade 
without having to roll for activation. Other units must make 
a successful activation roll to start moving. Whether the 
activation was automatic, successful or a failure, the 
Evade move uses up the Evading unit's activation for the 
turn.

Evading units start moving directly to their front or rear 
(whichever is appropriate to avoid contact). Skirmishers 
are allowed to stop and turn 180° at the end of the evasion
move, but Loose Foot and Cavalry must end Evasion 
moves facing the direction moved.

An Evading unit of Skirmishers or Cavalry with missiles 
may shoot at the unit it is evading. If the evading unit is 
faster than the unit it is evading, it may shoot the evaded 
unit from its own rear edge, but otherwise must shoot while
it is facing the unit being evaded (at the beginning or end 
of its evasion move).

2.4.8 Breaking Off
When a unit in contact activates, it may try to break off 
from Melee by making a successful Activation roll, if it 
conforms to one of these cases:

 Skirmishers and Cavalry may try to break off from any 
slower troops.

 A Ready unit may break off from a Worn or Broken 
Melee opponent of the same or higher speed.

 Any unit may break off from a Melee if it's only a 
supporting unit.

A unit that successfully breaks off moves straight back.

Skirmishers move at least one span and up to a full move, 
and may face the same or opposite direction they started 
the move.

Drilled and Veteran units move up to a half a move, and at 
least one span.

Other units make a Random Move at half their move 
distance, and end the move Unformed.

2.4.9 Random Moves
Some moves, such as charging and fleeing, are 
randomized. 

Roll 1d6 for each span you want (or are required) to move 
the unit.
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If the dice show more sixes than ones, the unit moves 1 
span more than the number of dice. If there are at least 3 
times as many sixes as ones, the unit moves 2 spans 
more than the number of dice.

If the dice show more ones than sixes, the unit moves 1 
span less than the number of dice. If there are at least 3 
times as many ones as sixes, the unit moves 2 spans less 
than the number of dice.

The movement distance indicated by the die roll is 
mandatory, not optional. However, the movement may be 
used up in wheeling or other voluntary maneuvers, as long
as all the movement is used and is legal for the type of 
move.

2.4.10 Berserk Moves
When a Berserk unit activates, it will do the first of the 
following that applies:

1. Charge the nearest enemy in charge reach;
2. Make a random move at maximum speed toward 

the nearest visible enemy witihin 45° of its front;
3. Go back to being Ready (not Berserk).

Berserk units do not need to be in a proper formation to 
charge - they just go forward into contact anyway. As soon 
as a unit goes Berserk it is also Unformed.

2.4.11 Fleeing
When a unit flees, it must move directly away from the 
enemy it is fleeing toward the nearest open ground. 
Usually this will be about 180°, but sometimes units may 
flee to the side or even straight ahead.

Fleeing units make a random move based on their charge 
move distance. For each span the unit moves beyond its 
normal charge movement, it loses a stand (not everyone 
can keep up).

A fleeing unit must move as directly ahead (i.e. to the rear 
of its original facing) as possible, but may move obliquely 
by up to 45° to avoid obstacles. Any part of the unit which 
can't avoid an obstacle is lost - remove those stands. If this
would remove the command stand, swap the command 
stand with another stand from the part of the unit that 
remains on the table and remove the swapped stand 
instead.

Fleeing units are automatically Unformed after each 
fleeing move.

2.5 Shooting
When they activate, units with missile weapons may shoot 
at enemy units.

2.5.1 Shooting Style
Units with missile weapons use them in one of three ways:
skirmishing, massed, or in a shower.

Units skirmishing with missiles are aiming for specific 
targets, which requires skill, patience, and a slow rate of 
fire, and also means the average range for an effective 
shot is very short. Units may skirmish with missiles while 
moving. Most missile-armed troops used this method of fire, 
including massed heavy cavalry throwing javelins or using 
powerful recurved bows.

Units firing massed missile weapons are launching large 
volleys of missiles at big targets like crowds of warriors, 
and are more concerned with rate and quantity of fire than 
aim. Units may only use massed shooting while stopped. 
This is the method used by massed Medieval bowmen, most 
famously English longbowmen “blackening the sky” with arrows. 

Units firing a shower of missile weapons are using 
massed shooting at very close range just before 
hand-to-hand combat. Showered missiles only differ from 
other massed shooting in that the unit may only shoot a 
unit that it is contacting or that is contacting it during a 
charge or counter-charge. Resolve the shower after 
contact, but before Melee begins.

2.5.2 Shooting Ranges
Range if:

Weapon Skirmishing Massed
Hand missiles 3 2
Light missiles 4 8
Heavy missiles 4 12

2.5.3 Shooting Procedure
A. Determine the number of dice to roll:

1. Massed missiles get 2d6 per front rank stand;
2. Skirmishing missiles get 1d6 per front rank stand;
3. All missile troops may also shoot from second 

rank stands while stopped, even if the first rank 
are not missile troops.

B. Roll the dice and count the hits:
1. Count the number of fours, fives and sixes.
2. Subtract the armor value of the target from the hits.
3. Double the number of hits if shooting at a Horse 

unit, halve it if shooting at Skirmishers.
C. Determine the effect on the target unit:

1. The target is Halted if the adjusted number of hits 
exceeds the width of the target unit.

2. Calculate casualties by dividing the number of hits 
by the number of stands shot at, rounding down. 
Each stand in light cover counts as 2 stands, in 
heavy cover as 3 stands.  

2.5.4 Shooting at Charging Units
When an activated unit declares a charge, the unit it is 
charging may attempt to activate to shoot at it. The 
shooting unit cannot be Berserk or Broken.

2.5.5 Indirect Fire
No.
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2.6 Melee
Each unit involved in a Melee is classified as either an 
opponent or a supporting unit. The opponents are the two 
enemy units with the greatest front edge contact. All other 
units in contact are supporting units.

Only the opponents roll dice. Supporting units contribute 
modifiers (including extra dice) to the die rolls, but do not 
themselves roll for combat.

An opponent in one melee can be a supporting unit in 
other melees.

If a unit is contacted first on a flank or rear edge, then later
contacted on its front edge, the enemy to its front becomes
the opponent for Melee purposes, and units to the flank or 
rear become supporting units.

2.6.1 Procedure

A. Each opponent rolls 2d6, plus any extra dice:
+1d6 Close Foot with a 2nd rank fighting a unit in front
+1d6 Each rank of Shieldwall or Pike fighting a unit in front
+1d6 Each flank (& rear) of enemy unit overlapped or contacted
+1d6 Veteran
Only the two highest scoring dice are added together.

B. Adjust each die score with all applicable modifiers:
+/– Armor rating of opponent
+/– Armor rating of your own unit if Melee is on rough ground
+1 Charging
+1 Each Champion with charging unit
+1 Wedge charging Shieldwall
+1 Cavalry charging any but Pike
+1 Cavalry with lances charging any but Pike
+1 Elite
+2 Pike fighting a unit in front
-1 Uphill opponent
-1 Light weapons
-1 for each flank contacted by an enemy unit's front
-2 if rear contacted by an enemy front
-2 if unit contacted this turn on flank or rear by charging 

enemy heavy unit
All modifiers are cumulative.

C. Calculate Casualties
Compare your score to the opponent's width. The opponent 
suffers 1 Casualty for each multiple of his width. E.g., an 
opponent 3 stands wide would suffer 1 Casualty from a score of 
3-5, 2 Casualties from a score of 6-8, 3 Casualties from a score 
of 9-11, etc.

D. Make Outcome Moves
If your dice score is: This happens:
Greater than opponent's score Opponent falls back 1 span
At least 2x opponent's score Opponent falls back 1 span & is 

Unformed if Irregular Heavy troops
At least 3x opponent's score Opponent Broken (and flees)
Results are cumulative - more than one may apply.

2.6.2 Falling Back
When a unit falls back, it loses any stands on each flank or
rear edge contacted by an enemy unit's front edge (i.e., 
under flank or rear attack).

Supporting units in a melee also fall back if the unit they 
are supporting falls back.

2.6.2.1 Falling Back Into Obstacles
A unit which can't fall back the full amount specified by the 
melee results suffers an extra casualty and becomes 
Unformed, except:
● A Light unit falling back into a friendly unit just stops, 

remains Formed, and suffers no Casualty.
● A Heavy unit falling back into another friendly unit's 

front edge, it pushes back Cavalry or Light Troops, but 
stops against Close Foot or Pike.

● If a unit falls back into the front edge of an enemy unit, 
it is halted and all rear stands contacting the enemy 
are lost.

● If a heavy unit falls back into the rear or side of a 
heavy unit, both units are halted immediately. If they 
are enemies, each takes a casualty.

● Heavy units falling back into the rear or side of a Light 
unit cause all contacted stands of the Light unit to 
move out of the way. The owner of the Light unit must 
change formation in a legal way that keeps the stands 
in contact but results in the Light unit being Unformed.

● Light units falling back into the rear or side of a heavy 
unit just stop and take an extra casualty.

2.6.3 Following Up
When a unit falls back from a melee, the opponent might 
follow up: 
● The opponent must follow up into contact if it is 

Berserk;
● The opponent cannot follow up if it is Worn or Broken;
● The opponent may choose whether to follow up if it is 

Ready.

Supporting units in contact with the front of a unit falling 
back may also follow up if
● the opponent follows up, and
● the supporting unit is not blocked (by terrain, other 

units, etc.).

Supporting units in contact with the flank or rear of a 
recoiling unit do not move.

Units following up must also conform their stands to the 
enemy unit pushed back. This means wheeling, curving, or
pivoting to get as many stands into frontal contact as 
possible. This costs no movement and requires no 
activation, it's just part of a combat outcome. Note that this
means a unit may need a formation change after combat 
to straighten out before moving again.

When a unit breaks, an Impetuous opponent or supporting 
unit must immediately roll for an activation to see if it goes 
Berserk. If it goes Berserk, it charges immediately if there 
is an enemy unit in charge range, otherwise it must make 
a random move toward the fleeing opponent.
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Part 3: Chrome
3.1 Personalities
This section is actually why these rules were written in the 
first place. There's very little of interest in most battles of 
the Dark Ages or Middle Ages without considering the 
personalities involved and their influence on events.

Use these rules in campaigns for the best period flavor.

3.1.1 Depiction
Personalities can be depicted 3 ways:

A. Easiest: use flags or standards that can be propped 
onto regular stands. Doesn't look as nice, but lets you 
include lots of personalities with little effort.

B. Best compromise: use extra command stands. Most 
personalities represent people who could be a 
commander on a different day anyway.

C. Hardest: Put your personalities onto ½ or ¼ stands, 
make some ½ or ¼ stands of regular troops to go with 
them, and put together as many of these as necessary 
to make full stands.

3.1.2 Personality Traits
Named personalities have individual characteristics which 
make them stand out from the rest of the men on the 
battlefield.

Charisma. A generic term to describe the ability (or 
inability) to inspire followers to risk their lives. The 
charisma trait affects all activation rolls made by the unit 
containing the personality. A positive Charisma number is 
used as a positive modifier, a negative Charisma number 
as a negative modifier. There should be about equal 
numbers of personalities with Charisma values of -1, 0 and
+1, with the occasional rare Charisma of +2 and the 
unbelievably rare Charisma of -2 or +3.

Prowess. Personal ability in combat. If all the front rank 
stands of a unit have personalities, they get the prowess 
bonus of the lowest prowess score in Melee. Most 
personalities should have a prowess of +1, with notably 
poor warriors having a 0 and notably good warriors a +2. 
Only a warrior to rival Lancelot or Achilles should have a 
Prowess of +3, though a rich, charismatic lord who could 
attract a bodyguard of the greatest warriors in the land 
might also merit a +3.

Special. Some personalities have special abilities or 
effects on the units they are with. Special abilities are 
unique. Some examples:

Expert tactician. Add 1 to each Activation roll of any 
friendly unit under this personality's command and 
within sight of the personality's unit.

Cunning. After set up, swap the positions of two units 
under this leader's command.

Fanatical bodyguard. The personality can't be killed 
or captured in Melee, even if his unit routs or is 
destroyed.

Hated. Everybody has a personal reason to want him 
dead; opposing units get +1d6 in Melee against this 
personality's unit.

Rash: If this personality commands a unit of line 
infantry or Cavalry, that unit is Impetuous.

Indecisive: Any unit commanded by this personality 
gets -1 on Activation rolls.

Coward: Any unit commanded by this personality gets
-1 on Melee rolls.

Aggressive: If this personality commands a unit, add 
+1 to the unit's Activation rolls if charging or 
counter-charging. If charging, the +1 to activate may 
be added after the roll is made.

Nemesis of name: Add to two (or more!) 
personalities; give each a +1 in Melee when fighting a 
unit containing his nemesis.

Vendetta against name: Has a personal grudge 
against one other named personality; if that other 
personality is captured in Melee while fighting this 
personality's unit, count him as killed instead.

Bounty: Name an enemy king/prince/noble/prelate 
who has placed a bounty on this personality's head, 
and whether the bounty is paid alive or dead; other 
units get a +1 in Melee against this personality's unit 
until he is captured or killed.

Slippery: Any time the dice indicate this personality is 
killed, wounded, or captured, roll 2d6; unless the result
is doubles and also greater than the number of stands 
still in his unit, he escapes death/wounding/capture 
(but remove him from the battle anyway - he had to 
hide or run away).

These are only a few special traits possible - feel free to 
come up with more, whatever makes your game work 
correctly and feel right for the period and the scenario. The
possibilities are endless.

3.1.3 Loss
Personalities can be killed, wounded or captured during 
battle.

3.1.3.1 Melee
When rolling Melee dice against a unit with at least one 
personality, also roll a red die and a yellow die. If the white 
dice cause one or more casualties with a roll of doubles, 
the red and yellow dice indicate if he's killed or wounded:

1. The yellow die chooses the personality. Starting 
from the rightmost personality, count left until the 
yellow die score indicates a personality or you run 
out of personalities to count (e.g., a unit with two 
personalities ignores all die rolls greater than 2). 
Count only personalities in stands the enemy hit.
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2. If the red die score equals the yellow die score, the 
personality is killed; if not, he's wounded. Either 
way, remove him for the remainder of the battle. If 
the personality's unit Breaks, a wounded personality
is also captured.

3.1.3.2 Stand loss
When a stand containing a personality is lost in melee, roll 
a red die. If the die score is greater than his prowess, he is
captured. If it is double his prowess, he's killed.

3.1.3.3 Shooting
Each time a unit shoots, roll an extra 2 red dice along with 
the shooting dice. If the score of the red dice added 
together is equal to or less than the number of hits scored 
by the shooting, a personality may be killed or wounded. 
Perform the same check as for melee to determine which 
personality and what his fate is.

3.2 Terrain
Battles can be (and often were) fought in open clearings, 
but can be much more interesting when there is terrain.

3.2.1 Terrain Characteristics
Each terrain piece should be defined in one or more of the 
following ways:

● Linear Obstacle. This is any sort of impediment to 
movement which has significant height but no 
significant depth, such as a fence, a wall, a hedge, a 
ditch or gully or streambed, etc. Anything that would 
force a man to stop and climb it to get across it counts 
as a linear obstacle.

● Slope. Hills should have clearly defined slopes and 
crests. A unit is considered to occupy a crest if its front 
edge follows the crest. Units moving up, down or along
slopes move 1 span less.

● Height. All heights are in “levels” of 1 story, so that 
buildings, hills, and trees are about equal in blocking 
shooting and visibility.

● Rough ground. This could be ground that is muddy, 
full of holes, or just broken and rocky. Rough ground 
reduces movement speed for all but Light Troops by 1 
span.

● Slow terrain. Halves the speed of all units. This could 
be congested features like vineyards or brambles, a 
wide but shallow body of water (between knee-deep 
and chest-deep), deep and soft mud, etc.

● Blocks visibility. Anything opaque and taller than a 
man can block visibility.

● Light cover. Anything troops can hide behind which is 
only partially effective at stopping missiles, like thin 
bushes, tall grass, crops, etc.

● Heavy cover. Anything which is hard enough to stop 
missiles and blows (walls, woods, etc.) but small 
enough that the troops have to duck behind it and can 
still pop out to shoot or strike. Battlements are a good 
example.

● Blocks shooting. Anything solid enough to completely
block shooting or blows, like a solid, unpierced wall. 

3.2.2 Standard Terrain Types
Some examples that will serve most games:

● River: Uncrossable but open visibility.

● Riverbank: Sloped and rough ground, in addition to 
the terrain type of the area the river is crossing (forest, 
field, bog, etc.)

● Ford or Stream: Open, rough ground, with slope on 
the bank.

● Orchard: heavy cover between opponents shooting at
each other through 0-3 spans of orchard, and blocks 
shooting and visibility beyond 3 spans.

● Light woods: heavy cover in the first 2 spans, blocks 
shooting and visibility beyond 2 spans.

● Forest: heavy cover in the first span, blocks shooting 
and visibility beyond 1 span

● Hills: blocks visibility and shooting across crests.

● Muddy field: rough ground, doesn't block sight or 
shooting, no cover.

● Bog. Rough ground and slow.

● Marsh: rough ground, blocks visibility (tall grasses and
bushes).

● Tall crops or grass: blocks visibility of units on the 
same level, but units can look across it if they are one 
level above it

3.3 Unusual Weapons
Some weapons in history defy categorization, so need 
special rules. 

3.3.1 Longbows
The English longbow was an exceptional weapon deriving 
much of its effectiveness from the lifelong training and 
large numbers of its users, so it gets its own category.

Massed longbows shoot as heavy missiles, but roll 4d6 per
file due to their rate of fire and ignore all armor except 
shields at 4 spans or less.

Skirmishing longbows shoot as Heavy Missiles but ignore 
all armor except shields.

3.3.2 Arbalests
The arbalest was an especially powerful crossbow with 
exceptionally long range. It was a bit slow to load because 
the bow was under so much tension, but it could penetrate
armor better than any other handheld, pre-gunpowder 
weapon.
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Massed arbalests shoot as Heavy Missiles, but may shoot 
up to a range of 20 spans and ignore all armor except 
shields at 4 spans or less.

Skirmishing arbalests are treated as heavy missiles, but 
ignore all armor except shields.

3.3.3 Field Defenses
Medieval field defenses came in many varieties.

3.3.3.1 Tabors
Wagons could be drawn up and hitched together into a 
temporary wall, such as those famously used across the 
steppes of Russia and in Central Europe. These mobile 
fortresses had a different name in every language, but for 
convenience are here called tabors.

A tabor must be arranged before the start of the battle, and
may not be altered during the battle. Tabors form 
contiguous linear obstacles. Normally a tabor will be a 
complete ring, but in rare circumstances might be a line 
with the ends anchored against hard terrain.

A tabor must have one or more sally ports defined by the 
owner. This is a defensible gap in the wagons used for 
sallying in a charge.

A tabor counts as heavy cover for units behind it.

A unit automatically stops upon moving into contact with a 
tabor. 

A unit may cross through a tabor sally port in March 
column (single file) at half speed without stopping. A 
column that is forced to recoil or flee while partly through a
sally port automatically withdraws inside the sally port.

3.3.3.2 Berms
The word berm is used here to describe any sort of 
temporary, makeshift barrier of available materials - a dirt 
rampart, a wall of piled logs or stones, a fence converted 
into a defensive work, etc.

Berms are only defensible from one side, which must be 
defined on the miniature berm. Units only gain a defensive 
bonus from lining up hard against the berm on the 
defensive side, facing the berm. Stands in this position are
inside the berm; stands on the other side are outside the 
berm. Stands which are on the defensible side of the berm
but not hard against it or facing the wrong way are behind 
the berm, but gain no benefit from it.

Stands inside the berm count as being in heavy cover. 
Note that a unit in multiple ranks only counts its front rank 
as inside the berm; rear ranks are behind the berm but not 
inside it.

A berm is a linear obstacle and stops all charges.

3.3.3.3 Stakes
Stakes were an anti-cavalry defense (most famously used 
by English longbowmen) to turn back or slow down cavalry
charges. Each man carried one stake and when forming 
into line, drove the stake into the ground in front of him.

Stakes are laid out in a line, like a fence. A line of stakes 
has a sharp side and a safe side. 

A moving unit will stop automatically when it reaches the 
sharp side of a line of stakes, unless it is berserk.

If a unit is charging when it reaches the sharp side of a line
of stakes, it may continue to move if it passes an activation
test, but the stakes attack it as a single rank of Pike. 

A bersek unit will move or charge across the sharp side of 
a line of stakes without stopping, and just suffers the 
attack.

3.3.3.4 Pavises
Pavises were large wooden shields, too large to use on 
one arm, but small enough to be hauled around by a single
soldier and set up as a makeshift missile defense. Pavises
were especially popular with crossbowmen and 
handgunners, who needed time to reload unmolested.

Only units equipped with pavises may deploy them. A unit 
of pavisiers deploys them or picks them up by activating 
and doing a formation change, even if it doesn't actually 
change the arrangement of its stands. When pavises are 
deployed, put a row of pavises in front of the front rank of 
stands in the unit.

A unit with deployed pavises counts as being in heavy 
cover. 

If a unit of pavisiers moves, recoils, or flees while the 
pavises are deployed, the pavises are lost and it may not 
use them again during the battle.

3.3.3.5 Obstacles
Various armies had unique methods of making 
obstructions to movement in the existing terrain, such as 
plashing branches or felling trees. Such obstacles are 
created before the battle begins and cannot be moved. 
They count as linear obstacles during battle, and may 
count as cover if appropriate. The only differentiation 
between obstacles and other terrain is that one side 
chooses where to put them.
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 Warlords Quick Reference 

Turn Sequence
1. Determine Initiative
2. Side with initiative makes all activations
3. Side without initiative makes all activations
4. Melee

Activation Sequence
Roll 2d6, plus an extra 1d6 per champion, and add the two 
highest.

Activation Modifiers
-1 Per casualty
+2 Unit is Skirmishers and/or drilled

Only if attempting to evade:
+1 per span between Evading and 

Evaded units

Activation Failure

Lose one morale step and stop if the roll was also less
than or equal to the number of casualties. Since a 
Broken unit has no more steps to lose, it disintegrates 
instead.

Evading units flee instead.

Fleeing units continue fleeing.

Broken units that stopped fleeing and didn't disintegrate
make a normal move toward the edge of the table.

Berserk units make a Berserk Move.

Units changing formation fail and stay in their old 
formation.

Moving units continue moving. If the player wants the 
unit to stop, it makes a Random Move and then Halts at
the end of it.

Activation Success

Berserk units make a Berserk Move.
Broken units may stop fleeing (but don't have to) and 
either:

1. Switch to normal movement in the direction the 
unit is facing.

2. Stop moving; the unit may also wheel up to 180°
to face the nearest enemy.

All other units may do one of the following:
● Charge (or counter-charge) an enemy unit.
● Evade a charging unit, if allowed to evade.
● Change formation if stopped.
● Wheel if stopped.
● Start or continue moving and make a normal 

move. Drilled units and Skirmishers may also wheel 
as part of the move.

● Stop moving. Drilled troops may also change 
formation or wheel (but not both) if desired.

● Add a champion, if Ready, can see enemy within 
45° of front, and adjusted die score is triple the 
existing number of champions.

Shooting
Range if:

Weapon Skirmishing Massed
Hand missiles 3 2
Light missiles 4 8
Heavy missiles 4 12

A. Determine the number of dice to roll:
1. Massed missiles get 2d6 per front rank stand;
2. Skirmishing missiles get 1d6 per front rank stand;
3. All missile troops may also shoot from second rank 

stands while stopped, even if the first rank are not 
missile troops.

B. Roll the dice and count the hits:
1. Count the number of fours, fives and sixes.
2. Subtract the armor value of the target from the hits.
3. Double the number of hits if shooting at a Horse unit, 

halve it if shooting at Skirmishers.
C. Determine the effect on the target unit:

1. The target is Halted if the adjusted number of hits 
exceeds the width of the target unit.

2. Calculate casualties by dividing the number of hits 
by the number of stands shot at, rounding down. Each
stand in light cover counts as 2 stands, in heavy cover
as 3 stands.  

Melee
A. Each opponent rolls 2d6, plus any extra dice:
+1d6 Close Foot with a 2nd rank fighting a unit in front
+1d6 Each rank of Shieldwall or Pike fighting a unit in front
+1d6 Each flank (& rear) of enemy unit overlapped or contacted
+1d6 Veteran
Only the two highest scoring dice are added together.

B. Adjust each die score with all applicable modifiers:
+/– Armor rating of opponent
+/– Armor rating of your own unit if Melee is on rough ground
+1 Charging
+1 Each Champion with charging unit
+1 Wedge charging Shieldwall
+1 Cavalry charging any but Pike
+1 Cavalry with lances charging any but Pike
+1 Elite
+2 Pike fighting a unit in front
-1 Uphill opponent
-1 Light weapons
-1 for each flank contacted by an enemy unit's front
-2 if rear contacted by an enemy front
-2 if unit contacted this turn on flank or rear by charging enemy

heavy unit
All modifiers are cumulative.

C. Calculate Casualties
Compare your score to the opponent's width. The opponent suffers 
1 Casualty for each multiple of his width. E.g., an opponent 3 
stands wide would suffer 1 Casualty from a score of 3-5, 2 
Casualties from a score of 6-8, 3 Casualties from a score of 9-11, 
etc.

D. Make Outcome Moves
If your dice score is: This happens:
Greater than opponent's score Opponent falls back 1 span
At least 2x opponent's score Opponent falls back 1 span & is 

Unformed if Irregular Heavy troops
At least 3x opponent's score Opponent Broken (and flees)
Results are cumulative - more than one may apply.


